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GENERAL STATEMENT:
General Statement
(PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE MAIN PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE POSITION. DESCRIBE THE SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIPS INCLUDING THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SUPERVISOR OR MANAGER TO WHOM THE INCUMBENT REPORTS.
Provide a brief summary of the main purpose and functions of the position. Describe the Supervisory relationships including the classification of the Supervisor or Manager to whom the incumbent reports. When appropriate, identify the need for any credential or license such as a driver's license.
WHEN APPROPRIATE, IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR ANY CREDENTIAL OR LICENSE SUCH AS A DRIVER'S LICENSE.)  *RED TEXT ONLY APPEARS ON THE SCREEN
CLICK ON THE "VIEW COMPETENCIES" BUTTON TO SELECT CORE COMPETENCIES, GOALS, AND VALUES.  AFTER SELECTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE, THEY WILL BE MERGED INTO THIS SECTION.
Insert the position classification and identify five to seven core competencies the incumbent needs to develop in order to successfully perform the essential job functions while promoting the Department's Mission, Vision, and Goals. Once Competency is identified, don't forget to determine with which goal and value the competency aligns.
As  , the incumbent is expected to develop the following competencies as described below in order to successfully perform the essential functions of the job, while adhering to and promoting the Department's Mission, Vision, Values, and Goals.
below in order to successfully perform the essential functions of the job, while adhering to and promoting the Department's Mission, Vision, Values, and Goals.
●         :  ( - )
TYPICAL DUTIES:
 
Percentage                  
Essential (E)/Marginal (M)1 
Typical DutiesPercentage		Essential (E)/Marginal (M)1 
Job Description
(PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES. RELATED DUTIES MAY BE GROUPED TOGETHER. TO ADD ADDITIONAL LINES OF DUTIES WITH DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES, CLICK ON THE "+" BUTTON.) *RED TEXT ONLY APPEARS ON THE SCREEN
Provide a description of duties. Related duties may be grouped together. To add additional lines of duties with different percentages, click on the + button.)
1ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS are the core duties of the position that cannot be reassigned.MARGINAL FUNCTIONS are the minor tasks of the position that can be assigned to others.
I have read, understand and can perform the duties listed above. (If you believe you may require reasonable accommodation, please discuss this with your hiring supervisor.  If you are unsure whether you require reasonable accommodation, inform the hiring supervisor who will discuss your concerns with the Reasonable Accommodation Coordinator.)
I have read, understand and can perform the duties listed above. If you believe you may require reasonable accommodation, please discuss this with your hiring supervisor. If you are unsure whether you require reasonable accommodation, inform the hiring supervisor who will discuss your concerns with the Reasonable Accommodation Coordinator.
I have discussed the duties with, and provided a copy of this duty statement to the employee named above.
I have discussed the duties with, and provided a copy of this duty statement to the employee named above.
CORE COMPETENCY
DESCRIPTION
SELECT FIVE TO SEVEN CORE COMPETENCIES FROM THE LIST BELOW BY CLICKING ON THE CHECK BOX. AT LEAST ONE GOAL AND ONE VALUE MUST BE CHECKED FOR EACH COMPETENCY SELECTED.  AFTER SELECTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE, CLICK ON THE "SELECT COMPETENCIES" BUTTON TO MERGE INTO THE DUTY STATEMENT.
Insert the position classification and identify five to seven core competencies the incumbent needs to develop in order to successfully perform the essential job functions while promoting the Department's Mission, Vision, and Goals. Once Competency is identified, don't forget to determine with which goal and value the competency aligns.
GOALS
VALUES
Click on label to view description of goal or value.
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<root><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Analytical Skills</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Approaches problems using a logical, systematic, and sequential approach. Weighs priorities and recognizes underlying issues.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Business Acumen</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Ability to perform essential functions of position with insight, acuteness, and intelligence in the applicable areas of commerce and/or industry.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Change Leadership</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Develops new and innovative approaches needed to improve effectiveness and efficiency of work products. Encourages others to value change. Considers impact and recommends changes.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Commitment/Results Oriented</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Dedicated to public service and strives for excellence and customer satisfaction. Ensures results in their organization.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Communication</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Expresses oneself clearly in all forms of communication. Gives feedback and is receptive to feedback received. Knows that listening is essential. Keeps others in the Division and other functional units informed as appropriate.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Computer literacy and application</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Appropriate knowledge of computer applications and other tools necessary to successfully perform tasks.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Conceptual Thinking</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Ability to find effective solutions to issues by taking the appropriate perspective (i.e., holistic, abstract, or theoretical).</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Conflict Management</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Recognizes differences in opinions and encourages open discussion. Uses appropriate interpersonal styles. Finds agreement on issues as appropriate. Deals effectively with others in conflict situation.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Continuous Professional Development</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Seeks to obtain knowledge and improve performance while supporting others in doing the same.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Creativity and Innovation</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Thinks beyond the confines of traditional models to recognize opportunities, seek creative solutions and take intelligent risks.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Customer Focus</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Considers, prioritizes, and takes action on the needs of both internal and external customers.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Dealing with Ambiguity (Risk)</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Can comfortably handle risk and uncertainty, as well as make decisions to act without having the total picture.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Decision Making</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Makes critical and timely decisions. Takes charge. Supports appropriate risk. Makes challenging and appropriate decisions.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Delegation/Empowerment</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Delegates, shares responsibility and accountability, trusts.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Developing Others</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Willingness to delegate responsibility and to work with others and coach them to develop their capabilities.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Diagnostic Information Gathering</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Identify information needed to clarify a situation, seeking that information from appropriate sources.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Empower Others</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Convey confidence in employees' ability to be successful, sharing significant responsibility and authority; allowing employees freedom to decide how they will accomplish their goals and resolve issues.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Ethics and Integrity</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Demonstrated concern to be perceived as responsible, reliable, and trustworthy. Respects the confidentiality of information or concern shared by others. Honest and forthright. Conforms to accepted standards of conduct.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Flexibility and Managing Uncertainty </CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Adjusts thinking and behavior in order to adapt to changes in the job and work environment. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Forward Thinking</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Anticipates the implications and consequences of situations and takes appropriate actions to be prepared for possible contingencies. Anticipates and prepares for future developments.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Fostering Diversity</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Capable of working with a diverse work group, including but not limited to differences in race, nationality, culture, age, gender, and differently able. Makes everyone feel valuable regardless of diversity in personality, culture, or background. Fosters a diverse culture to create best solutions.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Fostering Teamwork</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Interest, skill, and success in getting people to work together cooperatively. Gives honest and constructive feedback, reinforces team member contributions, and enlists active participation of team members.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Influencing Others</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">The ability to gain the support of others for ideas, proposals, projects and solutions.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Initiative</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Ability to identify what needs to be done and doing it before being asked or required by the situation. Seeks out others involved in a situation to learn their perspectives.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Interpersonal Effectiveness </CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Effectively and appropriately interacts and communicates with others to build positive, constructive, professional relationships. Tailors communication style based on the audience. Provides and is receptive to feedback.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Interpersonal Savvy/Partnering</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Builds constructive and effective relationships, using diplomacy and tact. Is able to relate to a diverse set of individuals.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Learning on the Fly</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Learns quickly, is open to change, experiments, and is flexible.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Managing Change</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Demonstrating support for organizational changes needed to improve the department's effectiveness; supporting, initiating, sponsoring and implementing change.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Managing Performance</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Responsible for employee performance, setting clear goals and expectations, tracking progress against departmental and unit goals, providing feedback, and addressing performance issues promptly.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Motivational Support</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Skilled at enhancing others commitment to their work. Recognizing and regarding people for their achievements. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Negotiation</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Negotiates in a manner that results in positive business outcomes, while maintaining strong relations with the other negotiating member. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Organizational Awareness</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Contributes to the organization by understanding and aligning actions with the organization's strategic plan, including the mission, vision, goals, core functions, and values. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Organizational Skills</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Keeps work prioritized and organized. Logically approaches situations. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Perspective (Thinking Globally &amp; X-function)</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Broad view of issues, ability to pose future scenarios, and think globally. Stays current on changes and new developments in industry. Ability to look at and is open to different perspectives.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Planning and Results Oriented</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Organizes and executes work to meet organizational goals and objectives while meeting quality standards, following organizational processes, and demonstrating continuous commitment.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Problem-solving and Decision-making </CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Identifies problems and uses logical analysis to find information, understand causes, and evaluate and select or recommend best possible courses of action.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Relationship Building</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">The ability to develop and maintain internal and external trust and professional relationships, which includes listening and understanding to build rapport.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Reliability</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Ability to demonstrate dependability in meeting commitments, and providing a consistent work product. Takes responsibility for individual actions in order to meet deadline demands.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Teamwork and Collaboration</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Sets team structure. Organizes, leads, and facilitates team activities. Promotes team cooperation and encourages participation. Capable of cross functionality and working well with others on a team to achieve personal goals, team goals, and organizational goals. Takes responsibility for individual actions in order to achieve consistent results.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Teamwork/Partnership</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Develops, maintains, and strengthens partnerships with others inside or outside of the organization through effective communication and collaboration.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Technical Expertise</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Depth of knowledge and skill in a technical area. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Thoroughness</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Ensures that work and information is complete and accurate. Ensures that assignment goals, objectives, and completion dates are met. Documents and reports on work progress.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Understanding Others/Motivation</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Understands why groups do what they do and their motivation. Is able to look from multiple perspectives in order to understand others.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Vision and Strategic Thinking</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Communicates the "big picture".  Models the department's Vision and Mission to others. Influences others to translate vision into action. Future oriented, and creates competitive and break through strategies and plans.</COMPDESCRIPTION></element><element><CORECOMPETENCY type="VARCHAR2">Workforce Management</CORECOMPETENCY><COMPDESCRIPTION type="VARCHAR2">Hires and retains appropriate staff. Conducts workforce and succession planning. Provides feedback on performance. Addresses employee issues in a timely manner. </COMPDESCRIPTION></element></root>
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	Type in search parameter and click on Tab or Enter to retrieve classification drop down list.: Supervising Transportation Surveyor
	note1: 
	PrintGeneralStatement: Under the direction of the Assistant District Division Chief of Design, a Principal Transportation Engineer, the incumbent plans and manages the work for the Office of Surveys.  The incumbent must possess and maintain a valid certificate of registration as a Land Surveyor issued by the California State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors.  A valid driver's license is required when operating State vehicles.  The incumbent will be assigned work based on Department needs and could be assigned to any office within District 7 which includes Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.
	Title: 
	A classification title must be entered before selecting competencies.: 
	Classification: Supervising Transportation Surveyor
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	txtCompetency: Technical Expertise
	txtDescription: Depth of knowledge and skill in a technical area. 
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	ftxtCompetency: Technical Expertise
	ftextDescription: Depth of knowledge and skill in a technical area. 
	ftxtG1: 
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	JobDescription: Provides a personal commitment to quality by acting as a role model on a daily basis.  Ensures that quality is incorporated in the delivery of all the Department's services and products.  Supports the resources needed for quality efforts.  Uses quality as criterion in performance evaluations and promotions.  Seeks to constantly improve, streamline, and innovate the survey process.  Fosters transparency and efficient use of resources to maintain public confidence.
	deleteSubForm: 
	addSubFormBelow: 
	DutyPercentage: 15%
	EorM: E
	overothers: Incumbent directly supervises staff comprised of Senior Transportation Surveyors and provides direction and leadership to transportation engineers, transportation surveyors, transportation surveyor party chiefs, transportation engineering technicians, and support staff.
	abilities: - Knowledge of the Department’s mission, vision, goals, and the District 7 strategic direction. - Knowledge of all phases of surveying performed by Caltrans.- Knowledge of principles and techniques of personnel management and supervision.- Knowledge of the processes and methods of accomplishing plane, geodetic and photogrammetric surveying and mapping, computers, and precision surveying instruments (conventional and state of the art).- Knowledge of the manager's role in safety, health, equal employment, and labor relations and the processes available to meet these program objectives.- Ability to administer a surveying program and direct the work of staff assigned to a variety of surveying-related projects in surveys.- Ability to judge work quality and performance.- Ability to work and collaborate with Caltrans' Districts/Divisions, regional and local transportation agencies, and other project stakeholders. - Ability to initiate, develop, and maintain positive working relationships.- Ability to complete project deliverables on time and within budget.- Ability to evaluate the applicability, and apply and direct the use of computers and precision surveying instruments (conventional and state of the art)- Ability to prepare technical correspondence, complete comprehensive reports, and address an audience effectively.- Ability to analyze complex multi-faceted and politically sensitive issues and recommend prospective actions to the Assistant District Division Chief and Division Chief of Design.
	responsibilities: Responsible for all major decisions inherent in planning, organizing, directing, and controlling the operations of the Office of Surveys.  Incumbent has full responsibility and is accountable for personal decisions, as well as, for decisions made by subordinate staff.  Erroneous decisions on the part of the incumbent or staff may result in unsafe working conditions, costly errors or delays in project development, project delivery and construction administration.  Improper management of resources and lack of quality assurance would result in loss of funding and poor public acceptance.
	contacts: The position requires continuous written and oral communication contacts with internal and external customers at all levels in the District and in Headquarters.  The position requirements include representing Caltrans by participating in meetings and interfacing with Federal, State, local and regional agencies, contractors, consultants, and the public regarding the scope and content of the District-wide transportation program, as well as, specific projects and programs in the units supervised.  In addition, the position requires speaking in public on transportation matters pertaining to District 7, and establishing and maintaining good working relationships with other Districts, Headquarters management and local jurisdictions.
	physicalmentalemotional: Physical:  Physical activities vary and any singular physical requirement may be for lengthy periods of time.  May be required to sit and/or stand for long periods of time.  Requires manual dexterity to operate a computer (keyboard and video display terminal) for reviewing documents and prepartion of memorandums, correspondence, reports and various forms.  Must be able to review various documents, plans specifications, and permits in the format provided through the different phases of the project delivery process.  Outdoor activities require the ability to traverse rugged terrain, hilly areas, or uneven surfaces that are near freeways, highways, roads and construction sites.  Hearing and sight are both essential to job performance because the incumbent must be able to hear directions, traffic, and equipment, and must see to perform his/her duties safely.  Corrected vision/hearing is acceptable.  Must be able to travel to various field offices and construction sites throughout the District.  May also travel to other District offices and Headquarters; therefore, incumbent must be able to travel using a car or commercial transportation.  This travel may necessitate driving long stretches of highway through mountains, deserts, and urban areas.  Some terrain may cause jostling of the vehicle's occupant.Mental:  Must be able to sustain mental activity to write technical reports, resolve politically sensitive problems, manage diverse issues (resource, design, and field), and deal with a large number of complex problems simultaneously.  The incumbent should be able to quickly adapt behavior and work methods in response to new information/priorities, and unexpected obstacles; multi-task; effectively interact with many levels of people in a cooperative manner; be decisive; take appropriate actions; and complete tasks or projects with a short notice.  Emotional:  The incumbent must be able to deal effectively with pressure, maintain focus and intensity yet remain optimistic and persistent, even under adversity.  Requires the ability to develop and maintain cooperative working relationships; respond appropriately to difficult situations; recognize emotionally charged issues or problems and acknowledge with various responses.  The incumbent shall act in a fair and ethical manner toward others and demonstrate a sense of responsibility and commitment to public services; develop new insights into situations and apply innovative solutions to make organizational improvements; create a work environment that encourages creative thinking and innovation; be willing to take risks and initiate actions that involve a deliberate risk to achieve a recognized benefit or advantage; and value cultural diversity and other individual differences in the workforce.  The incumbent will respond appropriately to the needs, feelings, and capabilities of different people in different situations; must be tactful and treat others with respect.  It is inherent upon the incumbent to keep the staff, the workplace, and the office environment as comfortable and stress free as possible.  He/she must be able to accommodate and listen to the converse of his/her staff on work-related items as well as personal issues.  The individual must be able to convey his/her opinions and decision in a fair and compassionate way and to provide guidance or counseling whenever necessary.  The incumbent must also stress and be able to provide an atmosphere of cooperation, sensitivity, openness, responsiveness, and professionalism in his/her daily activities. 
	environment: Physical:  Physical activities vary and any singular physical requirement may be for lengthy periods of time.  May be required to sit and/or stand for long periods of time.  Requires manual dexterity to operate a computer (keyboard and video display terminal) for reviewing documents and prepartion of memorandums, correspondence, reports and various forms.  Must be able to review various documents, plans specifications, and permits in the format provided through the different phases of the project delivery process.  Outdoor activities require the ability to traverse rugged terrain, hilly areas, or uneven surfaces that are near freeways, highways, roads and construction sites.  Hearing and sight are both essential to job performance because the incumbent must be able to hear directions, traffic, and equipment, and must see to perform his/her duties safely.  Corrected vision/hearing is acceptable.  Must be able to travel to various field offices and construction sites throughout the District.  May also travel to other District offices and Headquarters; therefore, incumbent must be able to travel using a car or commercial transportation.  This travel may necessitate driving long stretches of highway through mountains, deserts, and urban areas.  Some terrain may cause jostling of the vehicle's occupant.Mental:  Must be able to sustain mental activity to write technical reports, resolve politically sensitive problems, manage diverse issues (resource, design, and field), and deal with a large number of complex problems simultaneously.  The incumbent should be able to quickly adapt behavior and work methods in response to new information/priorities, and unexpected obstacles; multi-task; effectively interact with many levels of people in a cooperative manner; be decisive; take appropriate actions; and complete tasks or projects with a short notice.  Emotional:  The incumbent must be able to deal effectively with pressure, maintain focus and intensity yet remain optimistic and persistent, even under adversity.  Requires the ability to develop and maintain cooperative working relationships; respond appropriately to difficult situations; recognize emotionally charged issues or problems and acknowledge with various responses.  The incumbent shall act in a fair and ethical manner toward others and demonstrate a sense of responsibility and commitment to public services; develop new insights into situations and apply innovative solutions to make organizational improvements; create a work environment that encourages creative thinking and innovation; be willing to take risks and initiate actions that involve a deliberate risk to achieve a recognized benefit or advantage; and value cultural diversity and other individual differences in the workforce.  The incumbent will respond appropriately to the needs, feelings, and capabilities of different people in different situations; must be tactful and treat others with respect.  It is inherent upon the incumbent to keep the staff, the workplace, and the office environment as comfortable and stress free as possible.  He/she must be able to accommodate and listen to the converse of his/her staff on work-related items as well as personal issues.  The individual must be able to convey his/her opinions and decision in a fair and compassionate way and to provide guidance or counseling whenever necessary.  The incumbent must also stress and be able to provide an atmosphere of cooperation, sensitivity, openness, responsiveness, and professionalism in his/her daily activities. 
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	CoreComp: Workforce Management
	Description: Hires and retains appropriate staff. Conducts workforce and succession planning. Provides feedback on performance. Addresses employee issues in a timely manner. 
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